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Abstract: The  electron  mobility  anisotropy  in  (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs  two-dimensional  electron  gases  with  different  surface  morpho-
logy  has  been  investigated.  Large  electron  mobility  anisotropy  is  found  for  the  sample  with  anisotropic  morphology,  which  is
mainly induced by the threading dislocations in the InAs layer. For the samples with isotropic morphology, the electron mobil-
ity  is  also  anisotropic  and  could  be  attributed  to  the  piezoelectric  scattering.  At  low  temperature  (below  transition  temperat-
ure), the piezoelectric scattering is enhanced with the increase of temperature, leading to the increase of electron mobility aniso-
tropy. At high temperature (above transition temperature), the phonon scattering becomes dominant. Because the phonon scat-
tering is isotropic, the electron mobility anisotropy in all the samples would be reduced. Our results provide useful information
for the comprehensive understanding of electron mobility anisotropy in the (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs system.
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1.  Introduction

Two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) are attractive sys-
tems  for  the  study  of  novel  physical  phenomena,  such  as
quantum Hall effect[1, 2] and topological superconductivity[3, 4].
Additionally,  2DEGs  show  a  huge  potential  for  fabricating
devices with diverse functionalities, including light-emitting di-
odes[5, 6] and  magnetic  sensors[7, 8].  Among  these  2DEGs,  the
(Al,Ga)Sb/InAs system has attracted much attention due to its
unique  physical  properties[9].  Specifically,  the  large  conduc-
tion-band  offset  (~  1.35  eV)  between  AlSb  and  InAs  prevents
the  electron  tunneling  from  the  InAs  well  into  other  layers,
which  reduces  the  leakage  current  in  AlSb/InAs-based
devices[10].  In  addition,  the  band  configuration  of  (Al,Ga)Sb/
InAs  heterostructures  can  be  tuned  by  varying  the  chemical
composition  of  (Al,Ga)Sb  barrier,  giving  flexibility  for  the
design  of  various  photodetectors  and  diode  lasers[11, 12].
Moreover,  InAs  quantum well  is  a  promising platform for  the
development  of  magnetic  semiconductors  with  high  Curie
temperature  and  also  as  an  ideal  channel  material  for  spin
field-effect  transistors,  which  are  useful  in  spintronics[13−15].
Electron mobility  is  one of  the most  important  physical  para-
meters  for  the  2DEG  systems.  In  (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs  2DEGs,  the
electron  mobility  could  reach  as  high  as 30000 cm2 /(V·s)  at
300  K,  which  makes  this  system  suitable  for  the  high  elec-
tron mobility transistors (HEMTs)[16, 17].

When AlSb/InAs 2DEGs are grown on (001)-oriented sub-
strates,  the  electron  mobility  is  found  to  be  dependent  on

the  crystal  direction,  showing  an  anisotropic  behavior[18, 19].
In detail,  the electron mobility is the highest along the [–110]
direction, and the lowest along the [110] direction[18, 19]. As re-
vealed  by  many  works,  the  anisotropic  electron  mobility  in
2DEGs  based  on  III–V  semiconductors  could  be  induced  by
the anisotropic morphology, which is further related to the an-
isotropy  of  lattice  relaxation[20] or  interface  roughness[21].
However,  in  some  cases,  the  electron  mobility  of  2DEGs  with
isotropic  morphology  is  also  anisotropic[22].  This  suggests
that  there  are  other  physical  origins  of  the  anisotropic  elec-
tron  mobility.  In  previous  works,  the  electron  mobility  aniso-
tropy of AlSb/InAs 2DEGs is simply attributed to the anisotrop-
ic  morphology[18].  However,  other  possible  origins  of  elec-
tron mobility anisotropy in this system have not yet been ex-
plored and a more comprehensive study is still lacking.

In  this  study,  we  investigate  the  electron  mobility  aniso-
tropy  of  AlSb/InAs/(Al,Ga)Sb  2DEGs  by  changing  the  thick-
ness  of  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  buffer  layer  and  chemical  composition
of  Al1–xGaxSb  bottom  barrier.  Large  electron  mobility  aniso-
tropy  is  found  in  the  sample  with  anisotropic  morphology
(thicker  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  buffer  layer),  which  is  consistent  with
previous  reports[18, 19].  A  relatively  small  electron  mobility
anisotropy is also observed in the samples with isotropic mor-
phology (thinner  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer  layer)  and is  inferred to
originate  from  the  piezoelectric  (PE)  scattering.  Our  results
address  the important  influence of  PE  scattering on the elec-
tron mobility anisotropy in the (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs system, and are
valuable for a deeper understanding of this issue. 

2.  Sample growth

The  AlSb/InAs/Al1–xGaxSb  2DEG  samples  (named  as
samples  A  and  B1–B4)  were  grown  on  GaAs  (001)  substrates
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by  molecular-beam  epitaxy.  The  layer  structure  is  shown  in
Fig.  1(a),  and the sample information is  listed in Table 1.  Dur-
ing  the  growth  of  the  AlSb/InAs/Al1–xGaxSb  heterostructures,
an  appropriate  shutter  sequence  was  used  to  form  InSb-like
interfaces[23].  For  all  the  samples,  the  growth  conditions  are
nominally  identical  except  for  the  thickness  of  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb
buffer  layer  and the chemical  composition of  Al1–xGaxSb bot-
tom  barrier.  In  sample  A,  the  thickness  of  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  buf-
fer layer is ~ 1000 nm and the bottom barrier is AlSb layer. In
samples B1–B4, the thickness of Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer layer is ~
120 nm and the chemical  composition of  the Al1–xGaxSb bot-
tom  barrier  is x ~  0  (sample  B1), x ~  0.2  (sample  B2), x ~  0.4
(sample  B3),  and x ~  0.6  (sample  B4),  respectively. Fig.  1(b)
presents the X-ray diffraction (XRD) θ–2θ results of samples A
and  B1,  and  the  wavelength  of  X-ray  is  ~  1.5406  Å.  The  blue
line  in Fig.  1(b)  shows  the  calculated  diffraction  angle  of  the
InAs  (004)  plane,  which  suggests  that  the  InAs  layers  in  the
two samples are both in-plane tensile-strained.  For sample A,
the InAs (004)  diffraction angle  is  larger,  indicating the larger
in-plane tensile strain in the InAs layer and the larger in-plane
lattice constant of  the Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer layer.  This  result  is
related to the strain relaxation in the Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer lay-
er. Due to the large lattice mismatch between GaAs (~ 5.65 Å)
and  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  (~  6.1  Å),  the  initial  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer  is
highly  strained  during  the  growth.  When  the  thickness  of
Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer  is  increased,  the  compressive  strain  could
be  gradually  released  by  the  formation  of  dislocations.  Thus,
more  strain  in  the  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer  of  sample  A  is  relaxed,
resulting  in  the  larger  in-plane  lattice  constant  of  the
Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer.  Furthermore,  the  less  compressive  strain
in the Al0.75Ga0.25Sb layer leads to the smaller out-of-plane lat-
tice  constant  of  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  and  larger  diffraction  angle  of
the Al0.75Ga0.25Sb (004) plane, which is consistent with the res-
ults of Fig. 1(b).

As  shown  in Figs.  2(a)–2(e),  the  surface  morphology  of
these  samples  is  characterized  by  atomic  force  microscope

(AFM).  The  root  mean  square  (RMS)  values  of  all  the  samples
are  1.97  nm  (sample  A),  3.65  nm  (sample  B1),  4.35  nm
(sample  B2),  4.55  nm  (sample  B3),  and  3.55  nm  (sample  B4),
respectively. These values indicate that the sample with a relat-
ively  thicker  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  buffer  layer  has  a  smoother  sur-
face.  However,  as  shown  by  the  AFM  images,  the  morpho-
logy  of  the  sample  with  thick  buffer  layer  is  anisotropic  (see
Fig. 2(a)), while the samples with thinner buffer layer show iso-
tropic  surface  (see Figs.  2(b)–2(e)).  For  sample  A,  there  are
some  trenches  along  the  [–110]  direction  on  the  surface  of
GaSb  capping  layer.  It  is  reported  that  the  trenches  are  in-
duced  by  the  threading  dislocations  originating  from  the
AlSb/GaAs  interface[18, 19].  These  dislocations  could  propag-
ate throughout the whole structure, which induces the [–110]-
oriented  trenches  in  the  InAs  channel,  and  the  trenches
then extend to the sample surface[18, 19].  The surface morpho-
logy  of  samples  B1–B4  is  very  similar:  the  trenches  are  un-
clear  but  a  high  density  of  mounds  are  randomly  distributed
on the surface. The AFM images indicate that, compared with
the chemical  composition of  Al1–xGaxSb barrier,  the thickness
of Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer  layer has a more significant impact on
the surface morphology anisotropy. 

3.  Magneto-transport measurements

The samples are patterned into Hall-bar  devices  with the
current flowing in the [–110] and [110] directions, as schema-
tically shown in Fig. 3(a). The channel width is 50 μm and the
distance between two adjacent electrodes along the channel
direction (like electrodes 1 and 2) is 500 μm. During the mag-
neto-transport measurement, the resistances along these two
directions are measured simultaneously to reduce the experi-
mental  error. Fig.  3(b)  presents  the  temperature  dependence
of  sheet  resistance  (RS)  with  the  current  applied  along  the
[–110]  and  [110]  directions  for  sample  A.  The  sheet  resist-
ance  shows  a  strong  dependence  on  the  crystal  direction,
and  the  values  of  sheet  resistance  are  found  to  be  larger
when  the  current  is  along  the  [110]  direction,  which  sug-
gests  the  anisotropy  of  the  electrical  properties  in  (Al,Ga)Sb/
InAs system. Fig. 3(c) shows the Hall resistance (Ryx) as a func-
tion of  the magnetic  field at  selective temperatures.  Through
fitting the Hall data using a linear function, the electron sheet
concentration  (NS)  can  be  obtained  from  the  slope  of  the
Ryx–H curve.  The  fitting  results  for  the  current  applied  along

 

 

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Layer structure and (b) XRD curves of (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs 2DEGs. The blue line in (b) indicates the calculated diffraction angle
of unstrained InAs (004) plane.

Table 1.   Detailed information of A and series-B samples.

Parameter A
Series-B

B1 B2 B3 B4

t (nm) ~ 1000 ~ 120 ~ 120 ~ 120 ~ 120
x ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0.2 ~ 0.4 ~ 0.6
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the [–110] and [110] directions are shown in Fig. 3(d), and the
electron  sheet  concentrations  are  almost  the  same. Fig.  4(a)
presents  the temperature dependence of  the electron mobil-
ity  along  the  [–110]  and  [110]  directions.  Compared  with  the
[110]  direction,  the  electron  mobility  is  higher  when  the  cur-
rent is along the [–110] direction in the temperature range of
10–300  K,  showing  that  the  electron  mobility  is  anisotropic.
To quantitatively describe the anisotropy in the electrical prop-
erties,  we introduce two parameters: α = μ[–110]/μ[110] and β =
NS[–110]/NS[110],  whose  temperature  dependence  are  shown  in
Fig. 4(b). The values of α decrease with the increase of tempera-
ture, while the values of β are about 1 in the whole tempera-
ture  range.  The  electron  mobility  anisotropy  in  this  sample
could  be  directly  attributed  to  the  trenches  in  the  InAs  layer.
As discussed earlier, the trenches observed on the surface sug-
gest  the  presence  of  trenches  in  the  InAs  layer[19].  It  is  repor-
ted that the scattering from the trenches has a more signific-
ant impact on the electrons moving in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the trenches, leading to an anisotropic scattering of elec-
trons[19].  Since the trenches are nearly parallel with the [–110]
direction,  the  electron  scattering  from  these  trenches  in  the
InAs layer is stronger than that along the [110] direction (that
is μ[–110] > μ[110]).

The  transport  properties  of  sample  B1  with  thinner
Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer  layer  are  presented in Fig.  5(a).  At  all  the
temperatures,  the  electron  sheet  concentrations  along  the
two directions  are  slightly  different,  which  may be  attributed
to the existence of different scattering sources in these two or-
thogonal  directions  or  the  inhomogeneous  distribution  of
traps in the sample[24]. Further studies are still required to clari-
fy  the  observed  electron  density  anisotropy.  The  values  of β
have  a  negligible  temperature  dependence,  which  is  similar
to  that  of  sample  A.  However,  the  temperature  dependence
of α for  samples  A  and  B1  is  obviously  different.  Compared
with sample A, α in sample B1 is smaller in the whole temperat-
ure range and shows a non-monotonic variation with the tem-
perature. At low temperature (T < 50 K), α increases with the in-
crease  of  temperature.  When  the  temperature  is  further  in-
creased, α begins  to  decrease,  showing  a  maximum  around
50 K. These results indicate that the magnitude and temperat-
ure  dependence  of  the  electron  mobility  anisotropy  in
(Al,Ga)Sb/InAs 2DEGs could be significantly influenced by the
thickness  of  buffer  layer,  the  reasons  for  which  are  analyzed
as follows.

First, we concentrate on the magnitude of electron mobil-
ity  anisotropy.  As  mentioned  above,  the  [–110]-oriented

 

 

Fig. 2. (Color online) AFM images (5 × 5 μm2) of (a) sample A, (b) sample B1, (c) sample B2, (d) sample B3, and (e) sample B4. The left-hand and
right-hand images in (a)–(e) correspond to the 2D and 3D surface morphology, respectively.
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trenches in InAs layer could cause the electron mobility aniso-
tropy.  For  sample A,  there are very clear  trenches on the sur-
face (see Fig. 2(a)), implying a higher density of threading dislo-
cations in the InAs layer.  This  inference should be reasonable
because  thicker  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer  is  more  likely  to  release
the  mismatch  strain  by  the  formation  of  dislocations.  Con-
sequently,  the  much  higher  density  of  threading  disloca-
tions  forms  more  trenches  in  the  InAs  layer,  leading  to  the
larger  electron  mobility  anisotropy  in  sample  A.  For  samples
A  and  B1,  the  electron  mobility  anisotropy  could  also  origin-
ate  from  the  PE  scattering[25, 26].  As  studied  by  many  theore-
tical  works,  the  PE  scattering  mechanism  resulting  from  the μPE ∼ (eεΔΛ)−

shear  strain  limits  the  electron  mobility  at  low  temperature
in  the  strained  quantum  wells[25, 26].  For  an  ideal  (001)-ori-
ented  strained  quantum  well  with  the  zinc-blende  structure,
in  which  the  barrier/well  interface  is  absolutely  flat,  the
strain  field  in  the  electron  well  has  no  shear  components[27].
Because  the  interface  roughness  could  modify  the  strain
field,  the  shear  strain  is  actually  present  in  the  electron  well
layer  with  a  rough  barrier/well  interface[25, 26].  Moreover,  this
non-zero  shear  strain  can  give  rise  to  a  piezoelectric  field,
leading to the piezoelectric  scattering[25, 26].  The mobility  lim-
ited  by  the  piezoelectric  scattering  can  be  expressed  as:

,  in  which e14, ε, Δ and Λ are  the  piezoelectric

 

 

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of Hall bar devices with the current along the [–110] and [110] directions. (b) Sheet resistances as a
function of temperature, (c) Hall resistances as a function of magnetic field, and (d) electron sheet concentrations as a function of temperature
along the [–110] and [110] directions for sample A.

 

 

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of electron mobilities along the [–110] and [110] directions for sample A. (b) μ[–110]/μ[110] and
NS[–110]/NS[110] as a function of temperature for sample A.
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coefficient,  the  average  normal  strain,  the  interface  random-
ness  amplitude  and  the  correlation  length,  respectively[28].
Based on this model, the PE scattering can be anisotropic ow-
ing  to  the  different  correlation  lengths  in  the  [−110]  and
[110]  directions[22, 29].  By  comparing  the  magnitude  of  aniso-
tropic  electron  mobility  in  samples  A  and  B1,  it  can  be  in-
ferred that  the scattering from trenches  has  a  greater  impact
on the electron mobility anisotropy than the PE scattering.

Second, we focus on the temperature dependence of elec-
tron  mobility  anisotropy.  With  the  increase  of  temperature,
the  phonon  scattering  is  enhanced  and  becomes  dominant.
Because  the  phonon  scattering  is  isotropic, α would  de-
crease  when the temperature  is  increased[28].  In  addition,  the
scattering  from  the  trenches  in  InAs  layer  should  also  influ-
ence the temperature dependence of α[19]. The increase of tem-
perature reduces the electron mean free path for both two dir-
ections, which would make the effect of trenches on the elec-
tron mobility  weaker  and reduce the electron mobility  aniso-
tropy[19].  In  sample  A,  the  phonon scattering and the scatter-
ing  from  the  trenches  in  InAs  layer  should  be  the  dominant
scattering  mechanisms  that  influence  the  temperature  de-
pendence  of  electron  mobility  anisotropy,  thus α decreases
monotonically  when  the  temperature  is  increased.  In  sample
B1  with  isotropic  morphology,  the  temperature  dependence
of  electron  mobility  anisotropy  is  mainly  affected  by  the  PE
scattering  and  the  phonon  scattering.  For  the  PE  scattering,
the piezoelectric coefficient e14 usually varies with the temper-
ature[30, 31],  so  the  PE  scattering  is  temperature  dependent.
For  example,  the  piezoelectric  coefficient e14 is  found  to  be
proportional  to  the  temperature  in  the  InxGa1–xAs  well[30, 31].
With  increasing  In  composition  from  0.12  to  0.21,  the  tem-
perature dependence of piezoelectric coefficient becomes str-
onger[32]. In consideration of the similarity between InxGa1–xAs
and  InAs,  it  is  natural  to  infer  that  the  piezoelectric  coeffi-
cient  of  InAs  layer  might  also  have  a  similar  temperature  de-
pendence.  Therefore,  when  the  temperature  is  increased  at
low temperature range (T < 50 K),  the PE scattering becomes
more  significant  and  leads  to  an  enhanced  electron  mobility
anisotropy[28].

As  presented  in Fig.  5(b),  the  electron  mobility  aniso-
tropy  of  samples  B2–B4  also  shows  a  non-monotonic  tem-
perature dependence, which is similar with that of sample B1.
As  the  surface  morphology  of  samples  B1-B4  is  quite  similar,
the  observed  non-monotonic  temperature  dependence  of

electron mobility anisotropy in samples B2–B4 should also ori-
ginate  from  the  competition  of  isotropic  phonon  scattering
and anisotropic PE scattering. Interestingly, the transition tem-
peratures  corresponding  to  the  maximums  in  the α–T curves
are  obviously  different  in  these  samples.  With  increasing  Ga
composition,  the  transition  temperature  increases,  suggest-
ing  that  the  strength  of  PE  scattering  could  be  affected  by
the  chemical  composition  of  the  Al1–xGaxSb  bottom  barrier.
The  variation  of  chemical  composition  in  Al1–xGaxSb  layer
changes the lattice constant of Al1–xGaxSb, which would have
an impact on the average normal strain ε in the InAs layer. Fur-
thermore, the strain in Al1–xGaxSb is also influenced by the lat-
tice  constant  of  Al1–xGaxSb,  leading  to  different  surface  mor-
phology of  Al1–xGaxSb layers[33],  which might  modify  the  ran-
domness  amplitude Δ and  the  correlation  length Λ at  the
Al1–xGaxSb/InAs  interface.  For  quantitative  analysis  of  the  PE
scattering  mechanism  in  the  Al1–xGaxSb/InAs  2DEGs,  the
Al1–xGaxSb/InAs  interface  parameters  and  the  residual  strain
in the InAs layer need to be further studied. 

4.  Conclusion

In  conclusion,  we  have  investigated  the  electron  mobil-
ity  anisotropy  in  (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs  2DEGs  with  different  surface
morphology.  The  anisotropic  morphology  is  only  observed
for the sample with thicker Al0.75Ga0.25Sb buffer layer. The sur-
face  morphology  is  highly  related  to  the  strain  relaxation  in
the  Al0.75Ga0.25Sb  layer,  as  revealed  by  the  XRD  results.  The
sample  with  the  anisotropic  morphology  shows  larger  elec-
tron mobility anisotropy, which mainly results from the aniso-
tropic  electron  scattering  by  the  trenches  in  the  InAs  layer.
The  electron  mobility  anisotropy  observed  in  the  samples
with  the  isotropic  morphology  could  be  attributed  to  the  PE
scattering,  which  is  found  to  be  obviously  affected  by  the
composition  of  Al1-xGaxSb  bottom  barrier.  With  the  variation
of  temperature,  the  competition  of  isotropic  phonon  scatter-
ing  and  anisotropic  PE  scattering  leads  to  the  non-monoton-
ic  temperature  dependence  of  electron  mobility  anisotropy.
Our  results  provide  useful  information  on  the  physical  ori-
gins of the electron mobility anisotropy, which are helpful for
the  design  of  relevant  devices  based  on  the  (Al,Ga)Sb/InAs
2DEG system. 
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